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• Large variety and quantity of customer-based data in destinations 
• Data bases [Transaction Data, CRM Data, Survey Data] 
• Webservers [Navigation Data, Search Data, UGC]
– However, huge amount remains unused 
• Solution: Knowledge creation, application and org. learning through Business 
Intelligence (Pyo 2002; Höpken et al 2011)  
• Data Mining = One of 10 technologies changing the world (MIT Tech Review 2001)
– Explosive growth of data flows and collection
– Decreasing data storage costs  growth of computing power/storage capacity
– OS SW for AI applications (WEKATM, RapidMinerTM)
– Ad-hoc analyses by marketing managers 
The Knowledge Destination
Data Bases
• Huge amounts of customer-based data in destinations unused
• Navigation data
• Search data [keywords] 
• UGC [ratings, blogs, e-reviews]
• Transaction data
• CRM data
• Survey data
•Tracking data World Wide Web
Destination Management 
Information System
distri
bution tourist
events/
attractionsacco/
gastro mobility orga-
nization
• Monitor fulfilment of strategic goals
e.g. Are Vision 2020: satisfied guests, 
stays, contacts, brand awareness…
• Decision making support to increase 
degree of goal fulfilment
e.g. media mix, reach, conversion, 
market basket, capacity forecast, 
cancellation…
Business Intelligence Knowledge
• Marketing effectiveness
• Quality of visitor experience
• Economic performance
Knowledge Destination
5Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-based Destination 
Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 
2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
The Knowledge Destination Framework
Knowledge
generation layer
Knowledge
application layer
6Data mining & 
knowledge generation
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Knowledge generation layer
Knowledge application layer
DMIS
Structured 
data
Unstructured 
data
Data sources
Explicit tourists’ feedback
provided knowingly and 
intentionally
Implicit tourists’ information traces
provided unknowingly and 
unintentionally
- Structured data: e.g. guest surveys,
e-ratings, user profiles from web
applications and online communities
- Unstructured data: free text from E-
mails and web 2.0 applications
(blogs, e-reviews), rich content (e.g.
YouTube.com)
- Navigation data: search behaviour on
web sites and community sites, etc.
- Transaction data: online requests,
reservation, booking data, payment..
- Tracking data: GPS/WLAN-based
coverage of spatial movements
- Observation data: market
observation
Knowledge destination framework architecture
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-based Destination 
Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism
2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
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Data extraction
• Structured data: semantic or constraint-
based techniques
• Html documents:  wrapper based on static
patterns or (un)supervised learning
methods
• Free text: text mining based on statistical
language models or NLP
Knowledge destination framework architecture
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-based Destination 
Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 
2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
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data
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data
Data warehouse
• Heterogeneous data stored in a central data
warehouse in a homogeneous structure
• Individual data sources mapped
1. into common tourism ontology
2. into central DW schema
Knowledge destination framework architecture
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-based Destination 
Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 
2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
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Structured 
data
Unstructured 
data
Data mining & knowledge generation
• Recognition of patterns and relationships
by data mining techniques
• Generation of knowledge in form of
validated models (cluster, classification, 
association rules,…)
Knowledge destination framework architecture
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-based Destination 
Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 
2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
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Structured 
data
Unstructured 
data
Destination Management Information System 
(DMIS)
• Interactive visualization of
– Validated data mining models
– Underlying data by exploratory data 
analysis (EDA) and online analytical 
processing (OLAP)
All-stakeholder encompassing generation of knowledge through BI 
Knowledge interactively visualized through DMIS accessible to all destination suppliers
(Hoepken et al. 2011)
Knowledge destination framework architecture
• Data mining is the process of discovering 
meaningful new correlations, patterns and 
trends by sifting through large amounts of data 
stored in repositories, using pattern recognition 
techniques as well as statistical and 
mathematical techniques (Larose, 2004)
– Weak data assumptions
• Non-linearity  all distribution types
• Uncomplete, redundant, noisy and 
dynamic
• Huge in amount
• Business intelligence
– Umbrella term for data warehousing, data 
mining and OLAP
Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data 
Mining [CRISP]
Business Intelligence - Data Mining
Fuchs, M. & Höpken, W. (2009): Data Mining in Tourism (In German: „Data Mining im Tourismus“), Praxis 
der Wirtschaftsinformatik, 270 (12): 73-81. 
• Data extraction, transfer and loading (ETL) 
– Data identification, org and preparation
• Huge amount of sources (i.e. internal enterprise 
level, external application level) 
– Fokus on customer and product characteristics (e.g. 
quality, price, distribution source) versus transaction-
oriented data-base system
• „Flat“ data organisation for automated pattern 
recognition with Data Mining
• Directly supports analyses by data base query (e.g. 
MySQL; Online Analytical Processing - OLAP)
– Rotation
– Drilling Up/Down (Dicing)
– Ranging
OLAP Cube
Business Intelligence - Data Warehousing
Fuchs, M. & Höpken, W. (2009): Data Mining in Tourism (In German: „Data 
Mining im Tourismus“), Praxis der Wirtschaftsinformatik, 270 (12): 73-81. 
• Cutting edge
– Airlines, online platforms, travel intermediaries, resort management, hotel chains
– Small-sized tourism enterprises (e.g. private accommodation and gastronomy sector) 
catching up due to small budgets for marketing and ICT
• Data mining applications in tourism
– Customer segmentation, product bundelling and positioning
• Clustering Artificial Neural (e.g. Kohonen) Networks, Genetic algorithms
– Customer Relationship Management (i.e. discovery of attributes of customers with 
above average propensity to buy and contribution to profitability) 
• Classification Artifical Neural Networks, Decision Tree Analysis
– Demand forecast for Revenue and capacity management 
• Time series analysis Artificial Neural Networks, Regression-based
– Travel decision-making and buying behaviour, advertising effectiveness, guest loyalty
• Association rules <=> a-priori algorithms, genetic algorithms, KNN  
Data Mining in Tourism
• Supervised Learning
– Model is learnt through training data (e.g. classification, forecast)
– Training data comprise result of classification, forecast model then ‚applied‘ to 
new data with unknown target variable 
• Unsupervised Learning
– Model is learnt on the base of all available data without any guidance (e.g. 
clustering, associations recognition)
– Target variable is not known a-priori 
• Overspecification – the overfitting problem
– Learning each specific structure from training data on cost of generalization and 
stability of the model
separator with low complexity separator with high complexity 
DM – Basic Types of Machine Learning
• Describes simple patterns, trends and relationships within data
– Data base query (SQL), OLAP (online analytical processing) and visualisation
• Exploratory data analysis (EDA) -> big picture, however no too profound insights
– Explorative statistics (e.g. mean, sum, cor, std dev…)
Tourist arrivals Barcelona and 
Google search volume (Költringer 2009)
Data Mining 
1) Data Description
• Estimation of a categorical target variable (classifier)
– Models built on “complete” records providing values for target variable 
(classification) and predictors (input)  supervised learning
– Example: determine, based on attributes, like search patterns, booked products, 
to which of three customer segments first time visitors belong to
Training data Learned model
Data Mining
2) Classification
Flexibility if linearity, multi-normality and multicollinearity assumptions fail (e.g. 
discriminant analysis/logistic regressionmostly the case…)
– Methods: k-Nearest Neighbour, Decision tree, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), 
Association Rules
Tsaur, S-H., Chiu, Y-C. & Huang, C-H. (2002) Determinants of guest 
loyalty to international hotel tourists – A neural network approach. In: 
Tourism Management, 23 (3): 297-405.  
Wong J.-Y., Chen H.-J., Chung, P.-H,. & Kao, N.-C. (2006) Identifying valuable 
travellers and their next foreign destination by the application of data 
mining techniques. Asia Pacific Journal of Tourism Research, 11.(4) 355-373
Data Mining
2) Classification
• Estimation of a numerical target variable (attributes or features)
– Models built using “complete” records providing values for target variable and 
predictors  supervised learning
– For new observations, value of target variable is estimated based on values of  
predictors
– Examples: Estimate tourists arrivals based on income, advertising, price... 
– Methods: Confidence interval estimation, Regression, Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANN) 
Data Mining
3) Estimation
Kronenberg, K., Fuchs, M. & Salman, Kh. (2013). Economic Effects of Advertising 
– A Swedish Destination Study of International Tourists. Advanced Research 
Workshop in Tourism Economics, 6-7 June 2013, Coimbra, Portugal. (in print)
• Estimation of target variable in future
– Models built using “complete” records, providing values for target variable and 
predictors  supervised learning
– For future observations, value of target variable is estimated based on values 
of predictors
– Examples: Predict future airline demand, ticket prices, etc.
– Methods: Statistical; DM techniques, like ANN, k-Nearest Neighbour
t
Data Mining
4) Prediction
Texas Airline
y = 35,633x - 70821
R2 = 0,9215
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2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Year Passengers (Tsd)
2002 515
2003 534
2004 576
2005 610
2006 679
2007 754
2008 748
2009 752
2010 764
Passangers  (Y)    = -70,821 + 35,633 (Year)
Forecast: 
Passengers  (Y11)  = -70,821 + 35,633 (2011)   
837 (Tsd.) 
Reality: 831 (Tsd.)
Forecast Error: 0.8%
• Grouping of records into classes of similar objects
– Homogeneous clusters maximal similarity of objects within each cluster and minimal 
similarity of objects between clusters
– Records do not contain any target variable  Unsupervised learning
– Example: Grouping of customers (market segments) based on similarity of attributes from 
variables which describe them (e.g. demographics, travel group, travel, behaviour, etc.)
– Methods: k-means clustering, hierarchical clustering, Kohonen networks
Bloom, J.Z. (2004) Tourist market segmentation with linear and non-linear techniques. 
Tourism Management, 25(6): 723-733
Data Mining
5) Clustering
Self organizing Artificial Kohonen 
Network 40 x 40 and travel 
segments 
• Identification of attributes in variables which “go together”
– Identification of rules for quantifying relationships between attributes
– Association rule:   if antecedent (e.g. reservation room type A) → then 
consequent (booking additional offer) market basket analysis: which items 
are purchased together
– Methods: a priori algorithm, Generalized Rule Induction
Data Mining
6) Association
• Parameters in market basket analysis
– Support
• Frequency of particular item combination in transaction data 
Probability that two product items are bought together [P(A∩B)]
– Confidence
• Strength of this relationship   Probability that product B will be bought 
preconditioned that product A was already bought [P(B|A)] 
• e.g. 50%  in each 2nd transaction which contains A also B appears
– P(A∩B)/P(A)P(B) > 1 
• Implies that product A and B show a positive relationship (association = 
lift) to be bought together
Data Mining
6) Association
Ting, P-H, Pan, St. & Chou, S-S (2010) Finding Ideal Menu Items Assortments: An Empirical 
Application of Market Basket Analysis Cornell Hospitality Quarterly, 51: 492-501.
Excursion: Data Mining
6) Association
• The Web is largest publicly available data source in the world 
– 480 Exa-bites in 2010 (1018)
– 95% of Internet surfers use tourism websites when planning a trip
• Mining the web is useful (and fascinating☺) because
– Amount of information is huge and coverage is wide and diverse
– The web contains data of all types (structured data [5%], semi-structured web 
pages [html], unstructured [text, multimedia files, meta data, hyperlinks])
– Information in the web is heterogeneous, inter-linked and noisy (huge parts 
are not relevant or of low quality)
– The web also provides services
– The web is dynamic
– The web is a virtual society
These characteristics represent challenges and opportunities for data 
mining in the web 
DM – Web Data Mining
• Web data mining
– Aims to discover and extract useful info from Web’s hyperlink structure, page content 
and usage data
– Is not purely an application of DM but many new mining tasks and algorithms
– Tourism online market research (based on Web data mining) still in its infancy 
• Hugh amount of data, data generation unobtrusive (unbiased knowledge) at particularly 
low costs (only memory costs)
• Web structure mining  Network analysis
– Discovers useful info from hyperlink structure in a specific domain or website (e.g. 
communities of users, categories of similar websites , e.g. authorities [content rich], hubs
[overview sites]…)
• Web content mining  Text mining 
– Extracts useful info from web page contents (e.g. classification or clustering of web pages, 
discover customer sentiments through text mining)
• Web usage mining  Log-file mining
– Discovers web usage patterns/behaviour of web-users from web log file data (e.g. click-
stream analysis  discovery of user preferences)
DM – Web Data Mining
• Hyperlinks: Main positioning determinant through search engines
• Page Rank: Probability for detection /traceability of web-sites
• Example: Island destination of Elba (2008) vs. WWW
• Elba‘s Page Rank Distribution  Linkphobia in Tourismus 
(Baggio 2009)                                                2.85
2%
3%
1%
52%
16%
25%
Ø
DM – Web Structure Mining
www.visiteuropeancities.info (03-06, 5,500 search words for 186 EU cities)
20 search words for 32 cities
Business Intelligence through search word analysis (UGC)
DM – Web Content Mining
Wolk & Wöber (2008): A comparative study of city travellers information 
needs, Information Technology and Tourism, 10: 119-131.
Multi-Dimensional Scaling
• www.visisitare.se
– Clustering  Log files Aug  2008 - Mar 2009 (92,035 user sessions)
• X-Mean Clustering (2 ≤ x ≤ 30) by categoy change  
 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 
Size 8.7% (7,989) 3.1% (2,839) 88.2% (81,143) 
 
Duration 12.6 min 12.2 min 2.5 min 
 
Accomm. (80%; a/s 6.4) Eating (100%; a/s 8.4) To do (28%; a/s 0.7) 
Program (29%; a/s 1.9) To do (33%; a/s 1.6) Accomm. (27%; a/s 0.5) 
Selection  
To do (26%; a/s 1.9) To see (21%; a/s 0.8) To see (9.2%; a/s 0.2) 
 
Tourism (11.2%) Brochure (7.6%) PDF (6.8%) Actions 
 Congress (7.2%)  
 
Services (17.5%) Eating (13.5%) Services (14%) Ext. Search  
Accomm. (10.5%) 
Activities (3.1%) 
Services (12.5%) 
Activities (2.1%) 
Activities (6.6%) 
Accomm. (6%) 
Skiing (3.1%) 
 
Int. Search 
Used after 
3.4 min 
 
Accomm. (22%) 
Skiing (5.5%) 
Activities (5.1%) 
3.8 min 
 
Accomm. (17.7%) 
Eating (12%) 
Skiing (8.1%) 
1.3 min 
 
Accomm. (16%) 
Services (10.2%) 
Skiing (8%) 
 
Parametric 
Used after 
5.1 min 4.3 min 1.5. min 
 
By 21% (a/s 4.4) 19% (a/s 4.9) 6% (a/s 1.9) 
Web Usage Mining
Pitman, A., Zanker, M., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2010): Web Usage Mining in Tourism – A Query Term Analysis and Clustering Approach. In: 
Gretzel, U, Law, R. & Fuchs, M. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2010, Springer, New York: 393-403.
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Åre
• Customer-based knowledge sources for sustainable destination development 
– Pyo et al 2002; Ritchie & Ritchie 2002; Gretzel & Fesenmaier 2004; Pyo 2005; Wang & Russo 
2007; Bornhorst et al. 2010; Chekalina 2012
– Knowledge requirements  stakeholders of tourism destination Åre 
Åre Destination Management Information System
DMIS Indicators: navigation-based
Navigation 
Patterns
Search-Term Analysis
afterski alpina åregårdarna åregården åresjön äta bastu bergbanan bjørnen bo boende bygget club diplomat
fiskecamp fjallby fjällby fjällbyn fjällbys fjällgård fjällgården fjällhotell fjällstuga fjällvärlden gästhuset holiday
hotel hotell internet jope kabinbanan karta kommunikationer kvm kyrka liftkort mörviksgården
oviksfjällen pistkarta radio renen röding rum rustika service ski skidliftar snasahögarna tännforsen
toaletter 
Forecast
Pitman, A., Zanker, M., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2010): Web Usage Mining in Tourism – A 
Query Term Analysis and Clustering Approach. In: Gretzel, U, Law, R. & Fuchs, M. (eds.), 
Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2010, Springer, New York: 393-403.
DMIS indicators: navigation-based
Navigation-based User Clusters
Cluster Model  Attribute cluster_0 Attribute cluster_1 
 ownership 0.115 accommodation 1.512 
Cluster 0: 3239 items 
Cluster 1: 564 items 
Cluster 2: 1078 items 
Cluster 3: 736 items 
Cluster 4: 82 items 
Total number: 5699 items 
accommodation 0.141 accomm_hotel_room 1.227 
whatson_start 0.121 accomm_appartment 0.922 
booking 0.107 acomm_booking 0.621 
directions 0.103 offers 0.583 
activities_summer 0.091 booking 0.498 
restaurant_bar 0.091 accomm_suite 0.389 
 restaurant_bar_sports 0.076 offers_private 0.259 
Attribute cluster_2 Attribute cluster3 Attribute cluster_4 
offers 1.308 pool_saunaworld 1.037 panorama_pictures 8.378 
offers_privat 0.663 pool_sauna_pool 0.887 ownership_pan_pict 1.866 
accommodation 0.319 spa 0.764 media 0.841 
activities_summer 0.218 spa_treatments 0.516 accommodation 0.780 
booking 0.186 pool_sauna_sauna 0.420 accomm_appartment 0.634 
ownership 0.161 activities 0.295 pool_saunaworld 0.439 
accomm_package 0.153 accommodation 0.245 offers 0.427 
activities 0.118 offers 0.236 pool_sauna_pool 0.402 
Cluster Avg(session_length_minutes) Avg.(clicks_per_session) 
cluster_0 0.869 2.471 
cluster_1 5.128 10.454 
cluster_2 2.407 4.995 
cluster_3 3.618 7.844 
cluster_4 9.020 18.224 
 
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-based Destination 
Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 
2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
DMIS Indicators: transaction-based
Bookings / Origin  Conversion Rate
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-based Destination 
Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 
2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
• Analysis of tourism demand in Åre from NOR, FIN, RUS, DK and UK
Modelling international 
tourism demand in Åre
DMIS Indicators: transaction-based
• Information Model of Advertising
– Adver]sing = ↑informa]on transparancy about products and market (subs]tutes, 
suppliers) 
• Promotion of product information to distinct from competitors 
(↑subs]tutability)
• Individual preferences are not sthrengthened  no brand awareness
• Customers choose among set of available products  no loyalty
• ↑price elasticity (Mitra & Lynch 1995)
• Market Power Model of Advertising 
– Advertising = mean of persuasion (Montgomery 1985)
• Promotion of image-based features to differentiate from competitors 
(↓subs]tutability)
• Individual preferences are sthrengthened  brand awareness
• Customers develop strong brand relationships  loyalty (brand attachment)
• ↓ price elasticity
Advertsing Theory: The Economics of Advertising
... however, new insights by inclusion of further independent variables (focus is 
on advertising)
• For each country, the model for international tourism demand in Åre consists of
• Q = β1 + β2 GDP + β3 EXS + β4 EXA + β5 JF + β6 AD + β7 ONLINE + β8 WC + β9 
WINTER + β10 Q(t-1)
– Q = Monthly arrival numbers
– GDP = Gross Domestic Product  Avg. Gross Income in sending countries
– EXS = SEK / sending country’s currency (adj. for relative CPI)
– EXA = Alternative destination’s currency / sending country’s / (adj. for relative CPI)
– JF = Jet Fuel Price
– AD = Advertising expenditures by SkiStar Åre (yearly avg. for winter season)
– ONLINE = Google traffic for search term ”Åre”, ”[Å]Are winter”, ” [Å]Are ski”
– WC = Dummy  variable for World Championship (i.e. Feb 2007)
– WINTER = Dummy variable to capture significance of winter months
– Q(t-1) = Lagged dependent variable to capture dynamic lag-effects
Modelling international 
tourism demand in Åre
Some interesting 
relationships
Tourist arrival numbers and Google Inquiries
Strong correlation for DK and UK– both time series follow similar patterns
Ski World Championship
Tourist arrival numbers and Advertising
DK: No correlative pattern UK: Correlative pattern
Some interesting 
relationships
Weak dependency of tourism 
demand by advertising
Strong dependency of tourism 
demand by advertising
DMIS Indicators: transaction-based
Time Series:
December 2005 – April 2012
Kronenberg, K., Fuchs, M. & Salman, Kh. (2013). Economic Effects of Advertising – A Swedish Destination Study of 
International Tourists. Advanced Research Workshop in Tourism Economics, 6-7 June 2013, Coimbra, Portugal. (in print)
Advertising: No increase of tourist 
arrivals through advertising
EXS price level no sig.role in 
decision making  Tourists from 
NOR are price inelastic
DMIS Indicators: transaction-based
Time Series:
December 2005 – April 2012
Kronenberg, K., Fuchs, M. & Salman, Kh. (2013). Economic Effects of Advertising – A Swedish Destination Study of 
International Tourists. Advanced Research Workshop in Tourism Economics, 6-7 June 2013, Coimbra, Portugal. (in print)
DMIS indicators: transaction-based
Year Cancellation rate
2004 22,6%
2005 19,5%
2006 19,6%
2007 21,1%
2008 15,6%
2009 12,7%
Cancellation trend
without local bookings
Country Cancellation rate
SWE 13,4%
NOR 12,0%
FIN 19,3%
DNK 22,7%
RUS 31,1%
EST 28,7%
GBR 13,6%
NLD 21,6%
LVA 25,7%
LV 12,8%
DEU 11,9%
EE 13,4%
Cancellation by country
5% of customers cancellation rate 60% (days to arrival > 41 days, private, stay 
7-9 days, booking logis)  Target Marketing
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2011): The Knowledge Destination – A Customer Information-
based Destination Management Information System, In: Law, R., Fuchs, M. & Ricci, F. (eds.), Information and 
Communication Technologies in Tourism 2011, Springer, New York: 417-429.
Decision tree explaining cancellation behavior 
DMIS indicators: feedback-based
Tourist Destination Brand relationship approach
Brand contacts 
(input from destination)
Output for tourist
Destination awareness
- I see a lot of ads about Åre
- I often read about Åre in 
newspapers and magazines
- I often find information about 
Åre on the Internet
- I have heard about Åre from 
friends and relatives
- Åre is a famous site for 
international winter sports 
competitions
Tangible and intangible 
destination ressources
- Skiing (snow reliability, number and 
variety of ski slopes, overall quality of 
alpine skiing, overall quality of skiing 
experience, ski lifts)
- Activities (non-ski winter activities, 
after ski, shopping)
-Service (staff in accommodation 
facilities, quality of food and beverages, 
friendliness and professionalism of 
employees)
- Atmosphere (easy skiing for children, 
family-friendliness, clean and tidy, safe 
and secure)
- Value for money (for the ski 
experience, overall compared to other 
skiing destinations, reasonable prices)
- Social Value (I liked the behavior of 
other tourists, it was easy to interact and 
communicate with other tourists)
Value-in-Use
- Satisfaction
- Enjoyment
-Thrill
- Fun and excitement
- Joy of achievement
Loyalty
I would still come to Åre even if it is more expensive as other resorts
I will come back to Åre in winter within 2 years
I consider Åre to be my first choice of a ski resort
I will encourage friends and relatives to visit Åre in winter
5668 web surveys April-May 2011 to tourists who visited Åre in Winter 
2010/11 (proportional-stratified-sampling)
Chekalina, T., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2013): Determinants of the Co-Created Destination Experience: An Empirical Validation 
from Sweden, Kozak, M., Andreu, L.; Gnoth, J., Lebe S. & Fyall, A. (eds.), Tourism Marketing: On Both Sides of the Counter, 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 57-79. 
DMIS indicators: feedback-based
Chekalina, T. & Fuchs, M. (2009): A Meta Comparison of Empirical Brand Metrics for Tourism Destinations. In: Dioko, L. & 
Xiang, Li (eds.), 3rd International Conference on Destination Branding and Marketing, Macau, pp: 130-141.
Single satisfaction item (input attribute) Regression coefficient 
I was able to relax mentally during my stay in Åre 0.13 
My stay in Åre produced feelings of wellbeing for me 0.13 
Åre offers a diversity of summer experiences 0.12 
Åre is a thrilling summer destination 0.11 
Overall quality of accommodation (e.g., hotel, cabin,  apartment) 0.07 
Good value for money 0.07 
In Åre I experienced the beauty of nature 0.07 
Peaceful and restful atmosphere 0.07 
Friendliness and professionalism of employees 0.07 
 
Estimation of overall customer satisfaction
44Customer profile data
E-Customer Regisrtration and 
Survey Tool (e-CRST)
DMIS indicators: feedback-based
Summer 
Version
Info about 
tourists’ activities Information 
about the visit
Winter 
Version
Customer 
profile data
Ad-hoc customer feedback
E-mail addresses 
and permission
46
DMIS indicators: Summary
Destination Performance Indicators by DMIS-Åre 
The Åre Data Warehouse: 
Business Processes
Information
Request
2.2
INDICATOR TYPES
• 1. Economic Performance
– 1.1. Bookings
– 1.2. Overnights
– 1.3. Prices
– 1.4. Turnover
• 2. Customer Behaviour
– 2.1. Website Navigation & Search
– 2.2 Information & Booking Behaviour
– 2.3 Consumption Behaviour
– 2.4 Customer Profiling
• 3. Customer Perception & Experience
– 3.1 Brand Awareness
– 3.2 Perception of Destination Value Chain Areas 
– 3.3. Value for Money & Customer Satisfaction
– 3.4 Loyalty
Web
Navigation
2.1
Booking
1.1,1.2, 1.3, 1.4
2.2, 2.3
Location
POI
2.2, 2.3
Feedback
3.1, 3.2, 
3.3, 3.4
Stay
1.1,1.2, 1.3, 1.4
2.2, 2.3
Consumption
1.1,1.2, 1.3, 1.4
2.2, 2.3
Basic business events/transactions generating data
DMIS Structure
Booking
1.1,1.2, 1.2, 1.4
2.2, 2.3
Business Process: Booking
Bookings, origin and guest type
OLAP analysis on any combination of 
dimensions and restrictions
Fact-Dimension Table: Booking
From Date
Customer
Vendor
Booking Date 
Dimension
Booking Time 
Dimension
To Date
Product
Channel
Booking Fact
BookingNo:INT (DD)
CusAccNo:INT (DD)
Booking Price:FLOAT
Persons:TINYINT
Duration:SMALLINT
Spantobeginn:SMALLINT
ChangeFlag:ENUM(1)
ChangeDescript:VARCHAR(20)
Customer Usage
Profile
Customer 
Demographic Profile
1
Location
Supplier
The Åre Data Warehouse: 
Business Processes
Business Process: Feedback
Feedback
3.1, 3.2, 
3.3, 3.4
Feedback items can be changed at 
run time new questionnaires/items 
added any time  
OLAP analysis on any combination 
of dimensions and restrictions
among age groups
Fact-Dimension Table: Feedback
Customer
Channel
Date Dimension
Time Dimension
Product
Feedback Fact
QuestionnaireNo:INT (DD)
FeedbackValue:SMALLINT
Feedback
Customer Usage
Profile
Survey
Customer 
Demographic Profile
Vendor
Location
1
Supplier
VarFeed
BookCha
Arrival Week
Departure Week
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The Åre Data Warehouse
Process Feedback
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Höll, G. Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2013). Multi-dimensional data modelling for a tourism destination data 
warehouse, In Cantoni, L. & Xiang, Ph. (eds.) Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2013, Springer, New York: 157-169.
Business Processes, related Fact Tables and Dimensions
Business Process Fact Table
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Info Request info request x x x x x x  x x
click fact table x x x x x x  x  x x x x  
session fact table x x x x x x x x x
Booking booking x x x x x x x x x   
Stay stay  x x x x   x   
Consumption consumption x x x x x x x x x  
Location Tracking location poi x x x x x   x
Feedback feedback x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Capacity (rooms) capacity x x x x  
Marketing Activity marketing activity  x x x x x x
Web Navigation
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M., Höll, G. Keil, D. & Lexhagen, M. (2013). Multi-dimensional data modelling for a tourism destination data 
warehouse, In Cantoni, L. & Xiang, Ph. (eds.) Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism 2013, Springer, New York: 
157-169.
Customer
Channel
Date Dimension
Time Dimension
Product
Feedback Fact
Feedback Fact Table
QuestionnaireNo:INT (DD)
FeedbackValue:SMALLINT
Feedback
Customer Usage
Profile
Survey
Customer 
Demographic Profile
Vendor
Location
Supplier
VarFeed
BookCha
Arrival Week
Departure Week
The Åre Data Warehouse
• OLAP Analyses across business processes
– Info Request  Booking: Which info channels generate most bookings for the sub-areas of Åre?
– Booking  Consumption: Which additional products are bought by guests booked in category beds? 
– Booking  Feedback: Which brand dimensions are most relevant to attract bookings/overnights?
– Consumption  Feedback: Do loyal guests spend more
Technical DMIS Architecture
Höpken, W., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2013): The Knowledge Destination – Applying Methods of 
Business Intelligence to Tourism destinations. In Wang, J. (ed.) Encyclopaedia of Business Analytics 
and Optimization, (in print). 
DMIS Architecture
Dedicated Server
32 Cores
64 GB Main memory
2400 GB HDD
Overall Structure DMIS Prototype
Home
Booking
Skistar
Tott
Web Navigation
DMO
Tott
Copperhill
Feedback
DMO surveys
(Winter/Sommer)
eCRST
(Customer 
Registration)
UGC
(User Generated
Content)
Copperhill
Tott
Process-specific and
partner-specific
(or data source specific)
analyses
Process-specific but
cross-partner analyses
Cross-process and
cross-partner analyses 
http://www.dmis-are.com
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DMIS Prototype
• “Carbon Neutral Tourism Destination” (Thierstein & Walser 2000; McDonough & 
Braungart 2002; Gössling 2009) 
– Proportion of environmentally friendly customers in destination customer base 
 Tourists with “smallest environmental footprint” (Dolnicar et al. 2008; Dolnicar & 
Leisch 2008; Reinsberg & Vinje 2010)
1) Socio-demographics
– Middle-aged till aged
– Higher education
2) Travel behaviour and vacation styles
– Private apartment
– Camping sites
3) Attitudes towards nature-based activities
– Interacting with nature and preference for nature-based activities (hiking, cycling, 
fishing, climbing, nature observation...)
– Preference for pure recreation (rest and relax)
– Appreciation of nature and enjoyment of natural beauty and scenery
– Learning about nature and respect for conservation/protection of nature
Monitoring Environmental Sustainability
Fuchs, M., Abadzhiev, A., Svensson, B, Höpken, W. & Lexhagen, M. (2013). A Knowledge Destination Framework for tourism 
Sustainability – a Business Intelligence application from Sweden, Tourism - An Interdisciplinary Journal, 61(2): 121-148.
DMIS OLAP: feedback process- winter survey size of environmentally sustainable winter guest segment
• Grouping variables
– Product categories (winter 
tourism] activities,
destination [activities]...) 
– Product types (non-skiing 
outdoor activities, [getting 
in contact with local] 
inhabitants, [experiencing 
the natural] landscape..) 
• Constraints
– Education level
(Master/PhD level) 
– Mid- till aged age-level (36-
65 years old) 
Σ= 1015/8381= 13 %
(Dolnicar & Leisch 2008; Reinsberg & Vinje 2010)
!
DMIS OLAP: feedback process, summer survey:  size of environmentally sustainable summer guest segment
• Grouping variable
– Accommodation types 
(accommodation owned 
by friends, own 
apartment…)
– Summer-based nature 
and outdoor activities 
(bicycling, climbing, 
fishing, hiking, horse-
riding) 
• Constraints
– Mid till aged age-level 
(36-65 years old)
Σ= 208/451= 45 % !
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Process of sentiment analysis
Excursion: Sentiment Analysis
Schmunk, S., Höpken, W., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2014). Sentiment Analysis – Implementation and Evaluation of 
Methods for Sentiment Analysis with Rapid-Miner®, In Xiang, Ph. & Tussyadiah, I. (eds.) Information and Communication 
Technologies in Tourism 2014, Springer, New York (in print).
Text data mining opinion mining (polarity)
• Documents selection on world leading review portals regarding hotels Åre
– TripAdvisor.com  60 Mio visitors/month 100 Mio reviews
– Booking.com  18 Mio reviews
Excursion: Sentiment Analysis
• Document Processing
– Extraction of opinion texts from HTML documents HTML code 
• Rapid Miner “Crawl-Web” & “Get-Pages” operator
– Removal of reviews with no text
– Filtering of English texts
– Generation of single statements from review
• Rapid Miner “Cut Documents” Operator  (punctuation, end characters)
Excursion: Sentiment Analysis
Schmunk, S., Höpken, W., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2014). Sentiment Analysis – Implementation and Evaluation of 
Methods for Sentiment Analysis with Rapid-Miner®, In Xiang, Ph. & Tussyadiah, I. (eds.) Information and Communication 
Technologies in Tourism 2014, Springer, New York (in print).
• Mining
– Machine Learning Methods (Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine, k-
nearest neighbor)
– Dictionary-Based methodword lists for each class  (Hu & Liu 2004)
– Property recognition (100 training data/method, 7 classes)
– Subjectivity recognition (300 training data/method, 6,800 opinion words) 
– Sentiment recognition (250 training data/method; 2,000 pos., 4,800 neg. words ) 
Excursion: Sentiment Analysis
Statement Recognized Class Real Class 
Hmmm must be a hospital because of that sweet 
smell of mould and or dead old lady  
Subjective Subjective 
Would not recommend unless you have children Subjective Subjective 
Skiing and staying in Sweden is so different to other 
European resorts  
Factual Factual  
The restaurant is high standard very original and lots 
of local products  
Factual Subjective 
This can be a cost saver for families with children  Subjective Factual 
 Statement Recognized class Real class 
Parts of the hotel seems to be an old hospital  Negative Negative 
All other guests I would recommend hotel diplomat instead  Positive Negative 
The rooms aren’t too big but very clean and comfy  Negative Positive 
Good rooms and nicely clean Positive Positive 
Very nice breakfast room good selection for breakfast  Positive Positive 
 
Schmunk, S., Höpken, W., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2014). Sentiment Analysis – Implementation and Evaluation of 
Methods for Sentiment Analysis with Rapid-Miner®, In Xiang, Ph. & Tussyadiah, I. (eds.) Information and Communication 
Technologies in Tourism 2014, Springer, New York (in print).
• Evaluation
Excursion: Sentiment Analysis
Method Accuracy 
Property recognition 
SVM (with POS tagging) 72.36% 
Naïve Bayes (with POS tagging) 49.72% 
k-NN (with k = 8) 57.08% 
Dictionary-based 71.28% 
Subjectivity recognition 
SVM 65.50% 
Naïve Bayes 60.67% 
k-NN (with k = 5) 55.50% 
Dictionary-based 82.63% 
Sentiment recognition 
SVM (with bigrams) 76.80% 
Naïve Bayes (with trigrams) 69.80% 
k-NN (with k = 8) 69.60% 
Dictionary-based 71.28% 
 
Schmunk, S., Höpken, W., Fuchs, M. & Lexhagen, M. (2014). Sentiment Analysis – Implementation and Evaluation of 
Methods for Sentiment Analysis with Rapid-Miner®, In Xiang, Ph. & Tussyadiah, I. (eds.) Information and Communication 
Technologies in Tourism 2014, Springer, New York (in print).
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DMIS Prototype
• Usage…
DMIS Prototype
DMIS Prototype
DMIS Prototype
Overall Structure DMIS Prototype
Home
Booking
Skistar
Tott
Web Navigation
DMO
Tott
Copperhill
Feedback
DMO surveys
(Winter/Sommer)
eCRST
(Customer 
Registration)
UGC
(User Generated
Content)
Copperhill
Tott
Process-specific and
partner-specific
(or data source specific)
analyses
Process-specific but
cross-partner analyses
Cross-process and
cross-partner analyses 
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DMIS Prototype
DMIS Prototype
• Step towards knowledge-driven destination development
– Sharing data bases and knowledge based on agreed BI methods can improve 
preconditions for coherent and sustainable destination strategies comprising 
local and external stakeholders
• Main outcome: first BI-based DMIS
– Knowledge-generation: Customer-based data  Processes: Web navigation, 
Booking, Feedb.
– Knowledge application: DMIS Cockpit  Prototypically implemented: 
Dashboard/OLAP
• Main research results
– Set of performance indicators  multi-dimensional data model for 
destination
– Architechtural framework for DMIS
Conclusions
• Limitation 1: Data mining processes in future DMIS version (e.g. clustering, classification, or 
prediction executed by RapidMiner®) 
• Limitation 2: Focus on Standard Web Analytics: Page Views,  Conversion Rate, Bounce rates,  
Sentiment Analysis Social Networking Footprint = sentiment/brand category, Online Share of 
Voice: own/competitors’ brand mentions
Limitations
Dynamic need fulfilment and enhanced experience quality in a destination 
trough Real-Time BI
• Knowledge-generation: Customer- AND supplier-based data
– Processes: On-site (Consumption, Location Tracking)
– Digital eco-system of destination Åre (info on products, processes and 
collaboration partners in form of product profiles (web-sites), availability 
(booking engines) and offer complementarity (market basket analysis)
• Knowledge application: 
– Ubiquitous (mobile) e-CRM apps 
» Customer experience opportunities automatically detected and 
communicated
» Service recovery in real-time
– DMIS (enhanced)
Outlook
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Outlook
QR Codes on 
receipts, menu 
cards, POIS 
Ad-hoc feedback
Buddy Finder recommends 
promising matches with 
tourists/locals
M-CRM
RT crowd situation
RT mood at POIs
RT reaction on segment specific needs; RT 
insights in supply shortages  query 
redistribution in collaborative network , service 
recovery, congestion avoidance
Thank you!  ☺
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Business Intelligence (BI) is an umbrella term comprising data identification and preparation, data-base 
modeling, data warehousing and the application of Data Mining (DM) techniques and Online Analytical 
Processing (OLAP) (Larose 2005)
Data Mining (DM) is the process of discovering meaningful new correlations, patterns and trends by sifting 
through large amounts of data stored in repositories, by using pattern recognition techniques as well as 
statistical and mathematical methods. Data Mining comprises: Classification (e.g. artificial neural networks 
[ANN], decision tree analysis, association rule induction, K-Nearest Neighbour techniques), Estimation and 
Prediction (such as multivariate statistics, ANN), Clustering (for example k-means, hierarchical; Kohonen 
Networks) and Association Rules (especially for market basket analyses) (Hastie et al.  2009)
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) enables users to analyze (query) multi-dimensional data interactively 
and swiftly from multiple perspectives. It consists of three basic operations: 1) consolidation (roll-up) 
involves the aggregation of data that can be accumulated. For example, all sales offices are rolled-up to the 
sales department; 2) drill-down allows users to navigate through the details. For instance, users can view 
sales by individual products that make up a region’s sales. 3) Slicing & dicing is a feature whereby users can 
take out (slicing) a specific set of data of the OLAP table (cube) and view (dicing) the slices from different 
viewpoints (O’Brien & Marakas 2011)
Multi-dimensional Modeling (MDM) Through this business process oriented data modeling approach 
measurement indicators are assigned to sequential processes, like “Web-Navigation”, “Booking” and 
“Feedback”. Each process is composed by the main variable(s) of analysis (measures or facts) and their 
context (dimensions). By identifying common dimensions across different business processes (conformed 
dimensions), this procedure allows DMIS to provide analyses across various processes (Kimball, et al. 2008)
Glossary
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Dashboard In management information systems, a dashboard is an easy to read, often single page, real-
time user interface, showing a graphical presentation of the current status (snapshot) and historical trends 
of an organization’s key performance indicators to enable instantaneous and informed decisions to be made 
at a glance (McFadden 2012).
Session is a permanent interactive information interchange, also known as a dialogue or a visit between a 
computer and a user ( Login session)
Unique visitors refer to the number of distinct individuals requesting pages from the website during a given 
period  Visits refer to the number of times a site is visited, no matter how many unique visitors make up 
those sessions. When an individual goes to a website on Tuesday, then again on Wednesday, this is recorded 
as two visits from one (unique) visitor (Farris et al. 2010)
Page view is a request to load a single HTML file (i.e. web page) of a Web-site. On the World Wide Web, a 
page request results from a web surfer clicking on a link on another "page" pointing to the page in question 
(Benett 2012)
Glossary
